
Team Member Contribution 
Team 6 - TopSoil Developers 

 
Members:  

1. Robert Eriksen 
a. Meetings: 

i. Attended most meetings, active on Discord 
b. Code 

i. Slight modifications of pre existing code (no original code commits) 
ii. Fixed mobile views 
iii. Changed schema to show Professional type, instead of isVendor 

c. Other 
i. More work could have been done on my part throughout the code 

implementation 
ii. Development environments are the bain of my existence 
iii. Ran into communication issues stemming from being confrontational 

rather than civil with fellow teammates 
 

2. Alex Eschenauer 
a. Meetings: 

i. Attended all meetings, and helped with majority of documents. (90%+?) 
b. Code: 

i. Initial views, Counties added to seed file, logo and colors 
ii. Made the interactive map on the front page 
iii. Made it so Admins can change other users permissions 
iv. Helped edit the help page and backend with matt 
v. Added ability to add professionals and news items 

c. Other: 
i. Tried to be as communicative as possible over discord 
ii. Emailed scientist and set up meetings with her. (Although, that being said 

the team chose for me to do it and I’m sure most others would have if 
they were in my position) 

3. Rudy Hoover 
a. Meetings: 

i. Present at all but 3 meetings  
ii. Revised documents 
iii. Layout / visuals concept design 
iv. Attended all but 1 class 

b. Code: 
i. Initial team website creation and several updates 
ii. Spent most of the time learning Ruby to try to contribute 
iii. Spent most of the time learning Rails to try to contribute 
iv. Made link to have users be added to email lists 



c. Other: 
i. Made google groups settings applicable to our code 

1. Policies of who can send and receive messages 
2. Users addable 
3. Users in control 

ii. Revised grad student documents to communicate potential changes 
iii. Worked with Grad student (Ruby) to keep them up to date on our website 

4. Andrew Jimenez 
a. Meetings: 

i. Attended all meetings 
ii. Attended all classes 
iii. Contributed to the majority of documents 

b. Code: 
i. Added base framework for the application 
ii. Created preliminary schema/models 
iii. Implemented login through OAuth 
iv. Added validation based on user permission level 
v. Added profanity and presence validation to all models 
vi. Implemented posting/editing/deleting questions and permissions for such 
vii. Implemented posting/editing/deleting answers and permissions for such 
viii. Conversion of site to a persistent database for production 
ix. Added/managed encrypted credentials for private login info 
x. Assisted with the implementation of the profanity filter 
xi. Added account management and allowed users to change their default 

county 
xii. Lots of HTML cleanup 
xiii. Added region splash page based on the user’s selection 
xiv. Lots of routing fixes 
xv. Fixed styling of direct linking to other sites and how admins interact with 

them 
c. Other: 

i. Assisted teammates with implementation difficulties 
ii. Answered questions while teammates were learning the framework 

5. Michael Lay 
a. Meetings 

i. Attended all meetings and helped with all documents 
ii. Uploaded meeting notes and added them to our site  
iii. Fixed pdf versions of meeting minutes on site to be viewable without 

download 
iv. Took notes for Usability test meetings 

b. Code 
i. Fixed dropdowns to open on single click instead of double 



1. Diagnosed issue as bootstrap javascript conflict which took 
multiple weeks 

ii. Fixed search functionality on help page 
iii. Added dynamic feedback message to all search bars to give a response 

when no results are found 
iv. Fixed news feed to display correct items 
v. Changed hard coded links to use correct path variables 
vi. Fixed navbar links 

6. Sydney Micklas 
a. Meetings: 

i. Physical attendance for majority if not all team meetings, work sessions, 
and scientist meetings  

ii. Ensuring documents are up to date and meet assignment specifications  
1. Contribution to all major document submissions 

iii. Ensuring website is up to date and professor is notified 
b. Code 

i. Team website design & implementation 
ii. Updating footer and including link to OCC calendar  
iii. Minor visual edits across all pages  
iv. Sub-menus on home page linking to correct region for professionals 
v. Merging previously separate vendor & professional tables 
vi. Filtering functionality for news items, professionals 

1. Correct # of distinct items in badge 
vii. Adding news feed to home page  
viii. Added general view for help item (did not add data to be displayed) 
ix. Updating database seed information as needed throughout project 
x. Functionality for clicking on map leading to correct professional  
xi. Editing Oklahoma map to remove unneeded text  
xii. Reviewing other code merge requests 

 
7. Matt Wenzel 

a. Meetings: 
i. Attended most of the meetings, all but a few of the meetings that I could 

be physically there, I voiced in. 
ii. Attended all of the classes. 
iii. Contributed to some of the documentation. 
iv. Presented the app and progress in class with Alex. 
v. Attended some of the scientist meetings. 

b. Code: 
i. Worked on an initial version of the profanity filter and had help from 

Andrew who finished it.  
ii. Helped Rudy with the email list. 

1. Helped him make the link in ruby. 



2. He found and implemented the correct link to use that sends 
people join the group. 

3. Styled the link as a button, moved it to the footer, and made sure 
that it only shows up when a user in logged in. 

4. Made sure that it opens the link in a new tab so it doesn’t force 
users away from the site. 

iii. Worked on a few bug fixes on the site that were causing navigation 
issues. 

iv. Made the Help page and gave it data. 
v. Beautified the forms for news, and professionals. 
vi. Made all the links for navigations buttons so they look better. Fixed a back 

button navigation bug on the homepage when you click on a news item.  
vii. Fixed wording on isVendor but we are switching to something different. 
viii. Added wording to clearly label that the side buttons on the pages are 

Filters. 
ix. Fixed the direct links so that are editable, by admins only. 
x. Helped Bobby fix the :type issue that he ran into attempting to fix the 

isVendor change. 
c. Other: 

i. Communicated on discord for availability for meetings. Used it for help on 
the issues I took on after the email list and profanity filter. 

 


